S aalwachter et al. commented on our publication regarding the effect of the disulfide/polysulfide ratio on the healing behavior of natural rubber.
S aalwachter et al. commented on our publication regarding the effect of the disulfide/polysulfide ratio on the healing behavior of natural rubber. 1 They argue that our interpretation of self-healing processes by means of Raman spectroscopy and electron-spin resonance (ESR) should be handled with care. We agree that chain interdiffusion plays an important role on the healing behavior of lowly cross-linked rubbers and that more detailed insight and systematic experiments are needed to confirm the role of sulfur-based radicals in self-healing processes. Here, we explain and discuss the correctness of our approach as reported in our original publication.
They also stated that a correlation of the healing efficiency with the cross-linking density would be rationally more convincing than a correlation to the disulfide/polysulfide ratio. They supported this with an illustrative plot. Their "claim" is that one would expect higher potential of chain interdiffusion across a damage zone in a lowly cross-linked sample, thereby displaying higher healing capability. We agree with Saalwachteret al. We had addressed this well-known fact in our manuscript and several of our previous publications.
2 −7 As we clearly stated in our original paper, one of our conclusions is that the disulfide/polysulfide ratio is not the main parameter in the healing of NR. Paraphrasing ourselves in the original paper: "the limiting factor seems to be the sulfur content and the degree of curing rather than the disulfide/polysulfide ratio". Interestingly, we did not rule out the interdiffusion hypothesis, and we had stated in all our previous reports including the original paper that interdiffusion is necessary to explain the current results. However, for interdiffusion to occur, the mobility of the relevant species must be present via the opening of disulfide bridges. Therefore, we believe Saalwachter et al. could be correct, but they only highlighted what was described in our paper, which is part of our conclusions but plotted differently.
Saalwachter et al. argued that our Raman-based results need to be re-examined. We understand that the lack of similar studies in the literature makes it difficult to arrive at a definite conclusion (for or against); thus, we presented our data supported by previous research on proteins. 8−10 We believe and agree with Saalwachter et al. that more dedicated studies and measurements are needed.
Saalwachter et al. doubted our ESR evidence presented in favor of a sulfur disulfide opening based healing mechanism. We ran ESR tests on our 90% cured NR samples at room temperature and at 70°C, considering that the latter is the temperature where disulfide exchange reactions take place. In our paper, we discuss the presence of a small resonance at g = 2.0481 at 70°C assigned to polysulfanyl radicals and the obvious absence of this peak at room temperature. In order to confirm our results, we repeated the tests with samples healed at 70°C. These samples contain disulfide bonds (epoxy−silane and epoxy−thiol polymers), and they have different chemical structures. The same peak was detected under the same conditions, as evident in Figure S3 in the Supporting Information of the original paper. It is relevant to highlight here that the epoxy−silane sample is a highly cross-linked polymer with disulfides still showing a high degree of healing at 70°C (healing promoted by the mobility gained due to S−S opening). However, Saalwachter et al. do not consider our multiple tests as sufficient evidence for the sulfur exchange reaction and consequently their influence on the healing mechanism. We understand their doubts, which may not be based on inaccuracy of the method or evaluation, but rather on the obvious process in a scientific study, where limited research data are available. 11 We agree that further dedicated experimental study is needed.
Saalwachter et al. have further doubts on the comparison of our results with previous literature data. First, they considered that our similarity with the paper by Dondi et al. 12 is misleading. We believe they have misread the literature. Dondi et al. reported that the spectra of sulfur vulcanized polybutadiene in the presence of a sulfenamide type accelerant (just like the one used in our study) possessed three observable components, one of which is centered at g = 2.037 assigned to polysulfanyl radicals. Second, the materials used by Dondi et al. 12 and by Posadas et al. 13 were not vulcanized. In their case, the vulcanization process was carried out simultaneously with the ESR measurements, and the subsequent detection of polysulfanyl species associated with the curing process occurred at temperatures near the vulcanization temperature (T= 150°C
). In our study, NR samples were 90% vulcanized prior to the ESR tests. Therefore, the detection of the polysulfanyl species (g = 2.0481) at 70°C (well below the vulcanization temperature) is strong and clear evidence to support that these radicals come from the disulfide exchange reactions and not from the curing process. Third, Posadas et al. clearly stated that "the g-values around 2.004 correspond to carbon or sulfur radicals generated in the course of the cross-linking reaction or during the post vulcanization stage". None of these situations are applicable to our samples; thus, there is no reason to detect this resonance. We agree that it is too early to make a conclusive statement on the use of ESR to confirm the role of sulfur-based radicals in self-healing systems. The suggestions of Saalwachter et al. for using high-field/high-frequency ESR spectroscopy will be considered in future studies.
Finally, Saalwachter et al. pointed out an error in the x-axis of ESR spectra ( Figure 8 of the original paper and Figure S3 of Supporting Information). We checked the calculations and corrected the graphs as shown below.
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